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ABSTRACT \,
A set of computer programs .and data files have been

aesigne4 to prove a simulated experience with patient - diagnosis
for me ical students. ?he prdgrams, called CAPS - (Computer

Assisted Patient_Simu ation), ai'ms to provide opportunities for
e.making diagnosesJa.nd d Cisions; develop problem-solving,z.skills;
.'expand knowledge of s ecific disease entities and hospital resources,

useful ip differentiating between them; teach c'o'st- effective
utilization of a pathology' laboratory. 'The design of student"
interaction and the program and file structure are explained.in
detail,eand a comparison made'vith the CASE system. In trials with
175 students, It was concludedltlat the system was a feasible
approach to helping students ingathering and 4nalyzing pertinent
informationconsulting-supplementary materialls- to gain further
kirledge., and arriving at a definite dikgnosis and treatment plan.
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- Introduction

A Computer- Assisted Patient Sidulation
. .

Donald H. ,HcClain
Thomas H. Kent
Scott- C. Ludwig

Stephen W.- Wessels

? -

Hembers of the--finiversity of iowa Computer ,Center and ihe, 1,

- -Department of Pathology of the College- of Medicine have designed
and implemented, a set, of computer programs and data ,files
entitred CAPS (A Comkuter-Assisted Patient Simulation) which ''
provides simulated experience with patientdiagnosis proble6s
to medical students. These( computer based simulations' of\-,,t)1,e
physician-patient encounter are a learning exercise designA.: to:
(1) provide opportunities for making diagnoses and decisioneL.'(2)
develop problem- solving iexpand- -knowledge of specific
disease entities and the hostiital resources 'useful and neee'ssary
in* differentiating betwe-dn these entities; Ad (4) teariA cost -
effective utilization of a pathology laboratory. The CAP'S system
offers the user, ntuany a...men.cal student, the opPanutrity to
apply acquired knowledge and prIdtice learned eechnique's to solve
v iouS simulated, yet authentic, problems in differential
die nosis. (The term, studdnt it appears throughout-#this paper
also refers to an intern or, a practicing' physician concerned,
continuing his/her education.)
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Eldp: InU 1St 3:0 n 1 S ,a technique. which has recently gaine.d
cOnsiderable atten ion and utilization in education, as a strategy
for teaching, eliciting, ,and evaluating higher-level probleirt- -

solving skills while providin74 realism, richness, and c mplexity.
This technique has been described by Bobuld and P.a.g,c °0(1) as
"placing an individual. in, a realistic setting whege` he is

'confronted by a.problematlic -situation that requires a Sequence of
inquiries, _decisions, and actions. Ea'cli9 "oX thest activities,

triggers appropriate feedback T, h i c h may modily the situation and
be used,-for subsequent 'decickionsabout what to do nexl...,\ The
examinee 's next action in turn may further., modify the problem.
Thus, a problem \ "evollees through, many stages until i is
terminated when the individual reaches an 'acceptable solution or
'is 'faced by the. unacceptable ,donsequences bought about by This
-own, choices and actions."

) / , ( .-
1 Because of (1)' the\ Sneed to providd students with practice
in seguentia.l informatibn- fgatheli,ng, diagnosis, and decision
making and (2) the ,limitations i-Mvolved in using actual medical

\9 patients- (e:g. , student time involved, availability of patients ,

P with specific diseases. at , the appropriate time, welfare' ,of
.
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4
patients, staff time, ;etc.); situlations appear to be a: promisi g
tedhnique for the presdntation of patient-management probae
HCGuire 'and associates to. the, UniverSity of Center -or

Education Development at Chicalgo as referenced by Hobula and age
(1-) shave developed a model for -the design "paper -and -pen il"

f'simulations utilizing a latent, image method. Many cli ical
( simulations for both instruction k.and evaluation have been
implemented' using this model. In another pro je4. also t the .
Center for Educational Development, HarleSs, Drennonl an co-
workers (4) employed and computer gs . a media to . rovide
simulations, of the clinical encounter. /Their .sisteW term d CASE^
= (Computer-Aided 5imulatlon of the Clinical Encounter),, permits

. information gathering in a natural lahgua e format. Iii dditiOn
to this study and CAPS here at ,I6wa, omputer=based, linical
simulations have -also been developed at Massachusetts General
Hospital ih, 4Boston, HassachusettS (5) , a d the State,il iversity .

of New York in New Yark City (3) .?

Design of a Student's IriteractiOn

1 The. student is assigned 'a patient byreCeiv i ng a short
printed history. (in simulation terminology sometimes called "the
setting" y, a set of work,heetstfor, the accumdlatio pf further
data concerning the patient, and 4 list of 66 posibI diagnoses

*and .35 Htreatffents. The students task is to ?bathe_ ackaitional
information about the patient until he/she feels onfident to
make- a diagnosis and, initiate treatment. This intormation
regarding the patient's condition is attainable co. cerningt (1)

past medical history; (2) physical exalinati ns; and (3).

laboratibry tests or clinical procedures. ,--To save t mp and avoid
typing errors,, three-character One letter and two-digits)-,code
is associated with each of the pieces-of informat on,' and 'this

. code .must be ..specified in requesting \desired 54 er i a 1 frcrh.the
computet. In the information-gathering process, the medical
student is encouraged to alternately use re ding materials,
suggested 'algorithms, consultations, and the compOter to \gO:het
and analyw infotmation. qurthermote, all photographs or

pertinent, biopsy specimens '.and x-rays are available and
referencedferenced to approptiate case.

Re ism ..ocAiOspital practices is built into the simulation
on the following Manner: '(1) Information is Withheld fro' the
student fot the usual nliaber 6f- hospital, days required to,
actually, complete the analysis. (Historical and physical tk.J

examination: data are available immediately.) For example, if a .
biopsy is ordered by a student, he/she is directed to the
,appropriate histologic slide the following day and receives a
written pathologist's report one additional day later. However;

. a simulated hospital -day is no necessarily equivalent in time
elapsed to, a 24-hour day. Its. exact length is under .the user 's

control Depending upon the student's time schedule and °his/her'
. desire to see a test .tsult, a simulated hospital day might be as

1



short as a few minutes or as long as several normal 2( -hour days.
Brit ineffective, utilization of the ,laboratories catSed by'

-"preffature ending of 'simulated ho4pital days results in higher
hospital costs for the patient: (2) Certain test and procedures
which are incompatible cannft be scheduled durin'g the same time
period. 'For example, two tests involving radioisotopic
pratedures cannot' be ordered .on the same day. (3) k .patient is
'charged current University of' Iowa Hospital rates for 'bOth
hospital room end- laboratory tests. The' room chargelis
calculated according to the total number-of-simulated.dayS of the
stay. (4) La)poratory results are. varied according to a normal
. distribution determined fromactual patient data. This 'means

t 1

that If a patient's hemoglobin is requested. on two'separate day
,

the two values obtained Would most likely be different. Also, it
'mans that students who request the same tests will be given
-different .values distributed over a normal' curve with '*a pre-
Atermined mean and stamdard deviatioh.

4 .

.

. Upon completing .4e stages °of acquiring information,
applyttg.previous classroom knowledge to the case, and e]iamining

' relationships, a adical student enters hilts/her tiagtrosis and
suggested treatment of the problem into thecomputer. The
Vudent does not have tdformulate a statement o.f this diagndsis
or treatment-'bu-e siip1T, selects ,the- appropriate codes from
provided lists. A pre-stated diagnosis is utilized to make the
student's repay yore definitive. Also, if so desired, additional.
diagnosticstatemepts may be entered by the student for .the case,
Student analyses are compared with idea approaches, derived- from
the canensus of a grbuf) of faculty member, and are fudged on the
basis of correctneSs)of diagnosis, cost of hospital stay and of
tests and procedures performed, and ordering of recommended tests
and procedures. , '

0

t
Prior to receiving feedback on

*0(
the correctness of.h;LS/her

diagnosis' and treatment, ,the student is " given -a short
questiOnnaire to ', access attitude toward'yie CAPS cOlicept. The
student is asked to rate his/her i terest in CAPS and the

\4(difficultY of'the case. He/she is also requested tb evaluate the
degree to N,ch the simulation improved nowledge. of laboratory
tests,, diagn stic skills, and understanding of subjeOt,matter.

\,

tudent intFraction with the compultet is kept
intentionally rief, with the'compuer being qmployed'to control
and vary the i formation presented to .the medi'oal student and to
record student eclsions. "At the same time,' the student is

encouraged to m ke use of resources inaddition to the computer.

File StructureCAPS +Programs

The CAPS s

200OF minicompute
Writing Facility

ystem is implemented on aHewlet:t-Packard (HP)',
r utilizing EASIC progra'filS and HP's Course
(CWF) , the latter a 'sequel to IBH's"Coursewriter
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III language. CWF was engaged primarily as an aid in the recfr..d-
keeping function. :of the simulation by providing student :urse
facilities (i.e., '---counters,' buffers, switches, parameters,

.

registers, and auxiliary storage) and ,sign-on return point.
A1gO, in conjunction with -HP.s Instructional Management Facility

.4° CWF mangss'student registrations and the' sign-oh/sign-off 1
procedures. BeCase a great deal Of the CAPS interaction
involves information retrieval and file manipulation, the bulk of
the CAPS system is comprised of BASIC language programs.

, .

Two.. files which hold data concerning past medical history,
physical examinations,'and laboratory tests are 'associated with
each patient case. One file defines normal results. and the other'
fiJre abn6rmal'resultec. .The4noxmal file., the-larger of the two,
is capable of being employed-'with"many cases 4hereas.the abnormal
file pertains .exclusively to .a particular patient -case and
contains only data which is different from the normal values.
The normal file consists, of 39 standatd history itebs, 13

ph'ysi(Cal -examination 'categories, and 117 remotely relevant,
laboratory tests and clinical procedures available at University,
Hospital. The number of items,defined'for each abnormal file
averages. less than 35.. %

Case names -are of the form "All" where "A" is a letter and
11" is a two-digit 'number. ' The letter of the case name

designates the name of the normal file (e.g.,.M for male, F for
female, C for child, E for ,eldet.ly person, etc.) and the number
indicates which abnormal file is to be used for the particular
patient. Currently,.the.system is comprised of two normal tiles
(male and female) and eleven abnormal files. However, twenty-two
additional abnormal files are about to be entereth into the
system, and data for a normal child's file is Aing compiled.,

For each patient case, the abnormal file, is run against the
normal one in that the simulation program searches the abnormal

/ file first for the desired result. If the result is not fo"und,-
the program proceeds-. to examine the normal file.- This procedure
allows the easy proliferation, of cases by merely defining
multiple abnormal files to be run against any specific normal
file. In fact, large numbers of new patien.e simulations can, be

.
1

easily cfeated by using °actual patients' ,hospital charts once a

normal file is established.
I 2 4....

A primary concern in the design.of the simulation programs
and the file structure is the program's ability to rapidly, locate
an appropriate result. 'Because, input/output ,(I/O, accesses
degrade response tine, the file is' organized to minimize I/O
acoe. sses. This is? accomplished by setting up a directory of the,

' location of ihformation.withain a file as the: first three file,
records. The directory is-comprls,,fof a liet of the letters of
the results defined in the file as well as a pointer,to the array
which holds thd file recard' nuiber- c/ ontaining informatio

/

-
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pertaining to, a"parficdlar result. During a student's session on
the simulation, this directory is stored in memory. Thus, to
find, a requested piece of information, only."one I/O access is

necessary, preceded by a DOloop.to ascertaip-the appropriate
to locate the element of the array

containing -the file, recorla- number.'
letter.and'one calculation

The file organization for the normal and abnormal files
identical except that the correct dlagnosis and treatment f the
patient donstitute the fourth and fifth records of the abnormal
files. Information foK student access, with one result per.
record, Oakes up the remaining record of the files. For every
result, the record has values for each or allAvalues appropriate
or meaningful for the particular result) of.tle_following data
items: (1) name .or descriptive statement of item; (2) time. factor
(nuMbirt of d'ayS before information is available; if the number is
zero/ information is available immediately) ; ,(3) cost of test in

dollars; -.(4) conditional option (allows student to withdraw
order) ; /(5) type of test (generator, or regular--discussed in

following palragraph); (6) test geneirated (a,list of other tests
.0 be included as part of current 'test);(7) test blocked
(incompatible procedures prohibited for ,a specified number of
days pendinq'completion of test in progress) ; (8) numerical
result' (mean, landard deviation) -;. (9);. units for numerical
results; and (10 written result;.

Referred to in the preceding paragraph, regular tests
provide the studentavith a static' written statement a d/or a

computer-generated numerical value. The computer- enerated
numerical, value is a normal random number selected from as normal,
diStribution with,4 a pre-specified mean and standard dOiaion.
-Thetnormal'randomnumber is obtained b-y.,sletg MUeller'S'algorithO
i16) and HP's umi-form random'number generator. A "generator item
,''merely\consistS of ad group of legitimate tests or procedures

havea commonality.6 Each test can IA ordered separately or
all tests can be ordered as a package under the generator
concept. The valves for time:required, cost, and any blocked
tests are taken from the generator item itself rather tithan from

. the ,in6ividual tests. For example, an SMA 6/60 test is composed
of the results of the following six tests: sodium, potassium,

'chloride, CO 3 content, Urea-y, and creatinine. The cost of the
SMA 6/6t ,test' is $12 whereaS the charge for six tests
individually is., $36' or $6 per test. The values produced either
by the generator or the six individual items are equivalent, at

least theorettically.
(

Computer progams to construct the files are written sc as
to prompt u ers. for pertinent information during the £uilding okg,

a file. Be ause they are not stored in a sequential manner, the
dat items can' be entered into the CAPS stem in any sequence.
However,. in response to i Kogram que y, the user does\e'stablish
limits 'as to the'number of diTferent etters possible and the

4
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maximum number of entries within each letter Categoi.y. As the
infor'mation for a result is inccrporated into the `file, the file
directory is automatically updated, to reflect the addition,:
Furtheraore, the program allows. the lists of -data. items .to be
expanded or changed for all' patients.

During interartion with the simulation, the .program presents
a main option pointto the student which permits he/she to select
cne of five options. The five option points are. to: (1) select a
desired piece of information; (2) conclude the current hospital
day; (3) list all pend,ng tests; (4) terminate the'case by.
specifying a diagnosis and treatment; and (5) sign off the
computer. After completing the option desired, except for numbe
four, the student is recycled back to the main option point.

--,Initiating option one, the. student responds tb the program
b entering the appropriate code for the desired piece -of

information. , The program? searches th'e blocked test list to
assure that the results has nct been blocked by a previous
request. If not blocked, and depending upon the particular item-,
the p&pgraa either displays the result to the student immediately
or adds the test to the list of testending. The student
continues ordering information unti.1 he/she wishes to return to
the main option -point, which'is accomplished by merely pushing
the carriage return mechanism on the terminal.

Option two is employed to begin a new simOlated hospital
day. When this option is specified, the - computer` program does
two things: (1) removes any tests from the blocked test list
which are no longer incompatible and (2) displays the results of
any test which had been pending but is now available as `of this
new day., Both, the blocked-test list and tests-pending. list are 7/

updated and compressed by deleting tests no longer blocked or
pending. The stoudentds then branched back to the main cption
point.

For option three, the program displays the names of all
tests which are pending completion and the day that each one will'
'be available. Then, as before,.the, student is directed back-to
the main option point. ;f he/she selerts option five,, the
student is signed off the computer and all data relating to
his/her process in the case itored. Hen signing back onto
the computdr, the ,student isstarted at the main option point.
the designation of Option five does not orginate a new hospital
day.

Upon concluding the information gathering and analysis
process, the student specifies option four to state the diagnosis
of the patient's problem and to beg -in a treatment. Once the
student initiates the diagnosis, 'e /she cannot return to.,the aain
option point and so at this point is given a final opportu"nity to
return. Upon proceeding, the student designatIp a diagnosis by

0-f
.
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typing an appropriate code number' as specified in a handout. The
program than permits the student to enter up..to an including
seven lines of additional desL.iption or comments. For the
intended treatment plan, the student types in from one to ten
treatment code numbers obtained from the handout. Next, the
program requests the student to answer a short- questionnaire
-which assesses the student's attitude toward the simulated
patient expetience. Finally, correct diagnosis and treatment for
the patient -is presented to the student.

The program accumulates a' sequential day-by-day record of -

the student's ordering of tests, the total- number of hospital
days, the entire charges of the hospital stay and tests, the
diagnosis, and thg treatment. Upon comPletion%of the, case, this
data is stored in a file, and the 'student's course area .is
.readed for another patient.

tiA Com.parion with CASE

s ,e
As the CASE system is

R..

familiar to
l
most Medical educators.

concerned with the teaching of clinical skills, it is worthwhile
to make' some comparisons between. CAPS and ,CASE. Technical and

c design differences will be noted but no judgment will be made kas

to -which .system is the mores effectite.

A very noticeabl difference is the fact that the CASE
simulations utilize a na ural language format in which the user
constructs an .information request in-hi/her ownwords. Orr tht

'other hand, CAPS employs a code System to represent requests.
This \feature of the CAPS design. -per-Edits simpler student input,-
demands less student ,terminal contact time, and allows an

unsophisticated answer-ptocessing capability. Another factor
- y

influgn-ced by the uncomplicated CAP design philosophy. is -the.
amount of time involved in implementing the System: The CAPS
system was programmed in fewer than three montts, 'oonsiderabtly
less time than was, required to itplement the more Complicated
CASE system.

The CAPS simulations necessitate much less direct 'iacdes's

disk space than the CASE -patients, another sign.ficant
difference. This smaller -storage requiremene'is,dale partly to
the CAPS feature .of sharing files rather than duplicating, common
information and partly tc2 the complexities-of the CASE answer-
processing procedures. Furikhermore, the two-file design features
,gives the CAPS. system a great deal of flexibility. New cases can
readily be added to the system by simply creat'Ing.an appropriate
abnormal file' for the patient..) Although CASE operates' on a.
similar principle, the method `of adding new cases appsars1 tO be

much more involved. CASE literature (2) states that cases can be
easily defined and require only a small amount of the physician's
time. However, after several `years of operation, the few, cases
produced seems to indicate(otherwise.
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Beans-to is incorporated into the CAPS simulations in the

following ways: (1). Test re'sul'ts are' ,available aly after -Ole
appropriate number of days 'required to complete the test have
passedV (2) Certain tests cannot be, run while other. ineompatibl
tests are s'cheduled.. (3) Charges are accumulated for both the
tests run and the number of patient 'hospital days. (4) Test
results are: not static but are generated each tittle, a test is'
requested. *In the CASE system 'the static results' ot 4 test are
available immediately, with no charge and withbut reference to",
previou?ly ordered tes'ts.

Both CAPS and CASE provide` -- feedback to tfie stu'dent
concerning the correct diagnosis and treatment. However in he..
CASE system, the diacgnosis and treatment can have an effedi on

'-thepatient, -.or, the, patient,Is symptoms may., change during the -

,. case.
Conclusion

The CAPS systeig was tested "on 175 medic'al students Fan:
Semester, E1974, with each student copmpIeting at least one patient
case. For this trial run, eleveri, case's were developed dealing
with tilt malabsq(rption syndrome. In general, the 'students were -

not as efficient no effective in regard- to the time -and
labloratory expenditures, nor the completeness of the laboratory-
data aequisitiol as was the faculty consensus. .However, student'
reaction was, highly favorable., CAPS. has ,bieen deemed a success by
both' the faculty of the Pathology Department` of The University of
'Iowa .College' of Medicine and the 'students with additional cases-4"
being made available and greater utiIlza;4.on of 'the system'

, anticipated in the near future..
It is believed by many Inedical educators that medical

students" need to be assisted 'in developing skills and teohniques
in: (1) gathering and analyzing pertinent informatiOrbout the
patient; (2) consulting-supplementary materials gto gain further

. knowledge; and (3) arriving at a definite diagnosis and treatment
plan. CAPS appears to be a feasible approach to facilitating

,such learning by providing real patient cases within realistic
-hospital contra ints.

-8-_
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